UNDERSTANDING THE VOICE OF
YOUNG ADULTS IN

TAMWORTH
A REPORT ON THE SKILLS, CAREER & STUDY INTERESTS
OF TAMWORTH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Background

1,464 Tamworth high school students in years 9 to 12 participated
in this project to map the future employees of Tamworth.
This report shares data on the career interests and skills of local
students, how they wish to be supported in exploring and
discovering career and study options and how they feel about the
opportunities available to them in the local area.
The report provides a picture of the future career preferences of
young adults in Tamworth and a range of observations on how
local stakeholders can better engage with supporting the
education and employment outcomes of local young adults.
The survey was completed using two tools. The first was the
CareerHQ Compass, which is a digital career tool that as well as
promoting career exploration for students, collates data on the
skills, jobs and industries of choice of student groups to inform
strategic decision making. Alongside this, a survey was created and
used to explore students' study interests, how students feel about
the local area and how they wish to be supported. These two
surveys were completed in one hour workshops delivered by the
CareerHQ Team and careers advisors of Tamworth high schools
over two 1-week periods in November 2018 and in February 2019.
We thank the schools, careers advisors and especially the students
who participated in this project.
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Summary
A pilot exercise conducted with NSW schools
by CareerHQ in late 2017 highlighted the
question of whether Tamworth and other
regional city high school students feel that
they need to leave the region to obtain
employment, whereas local employers find it
difficult to obtain sufficient skilled staff.
Tamworth Regional Council, Poultry Hub,
CareerHQ and JobGetter elected to cosponsor a project to further test and evaluate
this hypothesis and to identify the scope for a
better matching of local talent with local jobs.
Based on data obtained from 1,464 Tamworth
high schools students, key findings include:
The preferred career options and
industries of Tamworth students are
agriculture, healthcare, creative/arts,
trades and services, and education. These
appear to largely align well with local
employment opportunities. This is
evidenced by ABS employment data and
JobGetter data on the current demand for
jobs in the region.
Local industries of significance that
students are less interested in working in
are manufacturing, retail and hospitality.
Students feel they possess strong
communications, collaborative, teamwork
and engagement skills, but are not strong
in STEM (science, technology, engineering
and maths) and public speaking skills.
Encouragingly, maths was the most
selected skill that students said they would
like to improve.
Approximately two-thirds of Tamworth
students would be interested in or would
be open to consider studying locally if a
suitable tertiary education campus existed
and offered courses aligned to their career
interests. A number of students feel this
does not currently exist.

Tertiary education (TAFE and university)
courses in healthcare, agriculture, trades and
services, engineering, media and arts are
favoured by students. These options appear to
align well with their preferred career options.
A notable finding of this exercise is that 89% of
Tamworth students tell us that they know
nothing or little about local industry.
This could be a factor in 52% of students saying
they will leave the Tamworth region after
school. However, with 48% of students saying
they will either definitely or maybe stay in the
region, and a further 84% either being
interested or potentially interested in returning
after study to work, scope appears to exist for
a significant share of locally educated talent
to resource local employment opportunities if
they are effectively promoted.
Local high school students are seeking
stronger support in identifying and evaluating
career options that suit them. In particular, they
are eager to have work experience and more
face-to-face interaction with careers advisors.
Steps to facilitate these requests, and to
address students' limited knowledge of local
industry and employment opportunities, would
further enhance the opportunity for local
people to step from school to employment in
the local area.
A number of possible opportunities to advance
the readiness and availability of local students
for employment, especially in the local area, are
offered in the final section of this report.

Nothing at all
17%

A lot
11%

How much do you know about
local industries in your area?

A little
72%
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Top skills

1. Helping others

2. Engaging with others

3. Reading and writing

Using the CareerHQ Compass, students were asked to select their
top skills and the skills that they would like to improve or obtain.
From this data, the skills profile of young adults in Tamworth
demonstrates:
A highly social cohort who are focused on engaging with others.
The top skills that students state they possess are helping others,
engaging with others, communication skills and teamwork.
Collaborative soft skills dominated over individual soft skills.
Students state that they possess teamwork, communication skills
and leadership much more than individual soft skills including
problem solving, organisational skills, attention to detail and
initiative.
A lack of confidence in public speaking is identified through
students low ranking of that skill.

4. Communication skills

5. Teamwork

A lack of confidence in STEM skills is evident, with science,
working with computers and mathematics, alongside public
speaking, as the bottom four skills students feel they possess.

6. Creativity

Desired skills

Students were asked to select two skills that they would like to be
better at. The skills they desire are:
Maths and public speaking, with students wanting to improve
these skills which they identified as being their weakness.

1. Maths

2. Communication skills

3. Public speaking

Time management and organisational skills are personal
management competencies that are highly desired by students.
Interestingly, students don't express an interest in
strengthening their science skills. This is not withstanding that
their most popular career choices include healthcare, agriculture
and trades. Perhaps this represents some misunderstanding of
science to different career pathways.

4. Organisational skills

5. Managing my time
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Career
aspirations

1. Animal breeder

2. Jillaroo/jackaroo

3. Farmworker

4. Athlete

5. Nurse

Most popular jobs
Students each selected 4 - 6 careers that would interest and suit
them after school. From this data, the most popular jobs for young
adults in Tamworth are:
Agricultural jobs: The top 3 jobs selected are animal breeder,
jackaroo/jillaroo and farmworker. Other popular agricultural roles
included horse breeder, stock and station agent, farm machinery
operator and veterinary nurse.
Healthcare jobs: Alongside nurse, which was the most popular,
other preferred healthcare roles included midwife,
physiotherapist, paramedic and hospital doctor.
Psychology and mental health: Jobs in counselling, psychology
and social work were popular among students.
Creative jobs: Nine(9) of the 50 most popular jobs were creative
roles including photographer, musician, writer, interior designer
and graphic designer.

Least popular and not selected jobs
There is a demonstrated lack of interest in horticultural careers
and environmental roles with no students selecting these.

6. Police

7. Primary school teacher

8. Photographger

Corporate roles (which are typically popular in large urban
centres), such as in human resources, business analysis and
information technology (not related to gaming or design) are also
not popular by students.
Some of the careers options not selected, but of relevance to the
Tamworth region are manufacturing manager, retail salesperson,
postal worker, construction manager and mining engineer.
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Most popular industries

Industries of
choice

A clear dominance of healthcare industry interest, which exceeds
students' interest in social & community services and education
combined.
A strong preference for agribusiness and trade roles, with a
healthy interest also in engineering.
Significant interest in sport and fitness swayed by professional
sport. A noteworthy proportion of local students aspire to
professional sports careers, suggesting the need to provide dual
pathway career education for this cohort.
A strong artistic and design focus: Alongside interest in the media
and digital media industry, there is also broad interest in design
and architecture industries.

500

A healthy interest in civic roles: Education, government and
defence industries are healthy but not dominant interest areas for
local students.
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Popular industries for students in Tamworth

Least popular industries
Across over 3000 different career options selected by students,
human resources and recruitment is the least popular industry.
Manufacturing & production is also unpopular, as is insurance &
superannuation and consulting & strategy.
Students express little or no interest in maths related and sales
related roles across most industries .
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Study interests
Yes
25%

Maybe
37%

No
38%

If there was a university in
Tamworth would you study there?

Would you study at a university in Tamworth?
Students are mixed in their interest in studying at a university in
Tamworth. 25% say yes they would study there, 37% saying they
might; and 38% say no they would not. This mixed response raises
questions such as:
Could a significant portion of the 37% who are undecided be
convinced to study locally if the subjects of interest to them
were available locally?
As 38% of students are not interested in studying locally, is
there enough local demand for a full university campus or is a
smaller investment in resourcing current TAFE and satellite
university campuses sufficient?
What would you study?

'I would not study in
Tamworth as I believe
there are better
opportunities elsewhere’

Overwhelmingly students are interested in having the opportunity
to study healthcare courses locally. Spanning nursing, medicine
and midwifery through to psychology and physiotherapy, there is a
strong enthusiasm for healthcare related subjects. This also
extends to related areas within the community sector such as
mental health, counselling and social work.
Arts and media was also a popular area of study, with music, art
and photography being the preferred areas of study in this domain.
Agriculture including agronomy is another popular area of study
with several students suggesting an agricultural college would be
of local benefit. Animal science and veterinary science are also
subjects several students would like the chance to study locally.

‘I don’t know how
university works’
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A range of students expressed interest in more TAFE courses being
available locally, particularly courses in automotive mechanics,
childcare and beauty therapy. It was noted by several students that
the subjects available at TAFE in the local area didn’t match well
with the local students interests.
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WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO
STUDY LOCALLY?

MINING

BUSINESS 2%

BUILDING
1%

ENGINEERING
5%

GOVERNMENT &
DEFENCE 3%

INSURANCE

ICT &
COMPUTING 5%

TRADES &
SERVICES 9%

AGRICULTURE
10%

DESIGN &
ARCHITECTURE
4%

ARTS & MEDIA
11%

SCIENCE 6%
COMMUNITY &
SOCIAL 7%

SPORTS &
RECREATION 6%

HEALTHCARE
20%

LEGAL 3%

EDUCATION 6%

HOSPITALITY &
TOURISM 2%

*Indicative scale

Feelings about
Tamworth
A lot
11%

Nothing at all
17%

Knowledge of local industry
When asked how much they know about local industry, 89% of
students nominated that they know little to nothing about local
industry. This is a clear area of opportunity uncovered by the data.
Leaving region after school
When asked whether they are planning to leave the region after
school to study or work the response is mixed. 52% of students
selected that they will leave, 7% say they won't and 41% say
they're not sure.

A little
72%

This mixed response prompts further thought about the potential
returns from targeted investment to raise the awareness of
students around what local opportunities are available for them.

How much do you know about
local industries in your area?

Returning to Tamworth
60%

40%

20%

0%
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Are you planning to leave Tamworth
after school to work or study?

Following on from the above question, students were asked
whether they would be interested in returning to Tamworth after
studying away if a suitable career opportunity exists. 16% of
students would not be interested in returning to work in the
region, whereas 38% might be interested and 46% are interested in
coming back to the area. The 84% who are interested or may be
interested represents a significant opportunity for the future
development of the area if their interests and aspirations can be
captured locally.
A gender difference exists in the data with young men being more
interested than young women in returning for work. They are 17%
more likely to return if a suitable career exists.
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Would you in be interested in returning
to the region if a job was available?
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Relevant support

64%

of students would
like to spend more
time at school
exploring future
career pathways.

Meaningful school and community support
When students were asked what career experiences would be
meaningful for them, work experience was overwhelmingly
popular. This data offers a helpful guide for how to support the
career exploration and decision making of students. Key insights
include:
Work experience matters: Students overwhelmingly want more
time for work experience (66%).
Careers classes are valued: 64% of students wish they had
more time to explore future career pathways at school. Careers
classes also provide the opportunity for greater student
exposure to local industry in the classroom and greater access to
resources.
Visits to educational institutions are valued: visits to
universities are valued ahead of visits to TAFE at present.

Careers classes

Work experience

Meet industry

More resources

Visit universities

Visit TAFE
0

100

200

300

400

500

What careers experiences would you like more time for at school?

Individual
student
responses:
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'Everything I need is here'
'More local opportunities'
'Someone to talk to about my future'
'Longer hours open at the library or a
study space for year 11 and year 12
that we can access after school and on
weekends'
'More opportunities to learn more
about careers'
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Relevant support
continued...

48%

of students would
visit a local space
that provides free
career and study
information on
weekends or after
school hours.

Face-to-face support
Students were asked to select the top three channels they would
prefer to use when connecting with information and support
around study and career decisions. Technology is still seen as an
ancillary tool which is less important than supporting face-to-face
services or a place where students can visit and have a
conversation with someone around their career options.
Text notification

Web chat

Phone service

Face-to-face place

Social media
0

200

400

600

What channels would you prefer to use when connecting with career information and support?

Digital support
When asked what social media channels are relevant for students
in learning about career pathways a clear preferences exists for
Instagram, Facebook and Snapchat emerges.
Email and text notifications are also popular modes of
communication.
Twitter
4.9%
Instagram
34.5%

Snapchat
26.2%

Facebook
33%
What are the most relevant social media channels for learning about career and study options?
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Differences in
gender and
school

Gender
Females are 15% more likely to wish to leave the region after
school to study or work.
Males are 17% more likely to be interested in coming back to
work in the region if suitable career opportunities exist.
Females favour university visits as a meaningful career
exploration activity. They also wish to have more resources to
understand their study and career decisions.
Females are 10% more interested in having a conversation with
someone about their career options than male participants.

School
In visiting local schools, a range of anecdotal insights were
obtained in relation to the bespoke nature of careers and the
variable resourcing of high schools in the Tamworth area.
The students responses to this survey and general comments
highlight the benefit potentially available if schools were to
implement compulsory careers classes and offer well developed
work experience programs. This would address the students
expressed need for more support and also help to support the
resource and time constraints of careers advisors who are the key
voice and supporters of student career decision making.
While providing greater resources to each school is a key
opportunity, the development of a local centre that provides equal
opportunity for every student to access career support and
information could also potentially help to alleviate some of the
different levels of resourcing that were noted across high schools.
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Key observations
& opportunities

Key observations and opportunities emerging form this project
include:
1. Little understanding of local industries & opportunities
89% of students know little to nothing about local industry and
employment opportunities. This may also be a factor in 52% of
students indicating that they wish to leave the region after school.
Possible opportunities include:
Build a range of local industry resources available to all schools
and community groups that focus on raising student awareness
of job and education opportunities in the area.
Create a local jobs and industries program (with digital support)
to connect students with local industry; and to enable students
to obtain local work experience of interest to them. This would
help to address students strong interest in obtaining work
experience.

2. A lack of confidence in STEM and public speaking skills
STEM skill areas including science, working with computers and
mathematics are skills that students have the least confidence in.
The other is public speaking. Interestingly, when asked which skills
they would like to be better at maths and public speaking are the
most selected. Possible opportunities include:
Connect and invite innovative STEM skills building organisations
like 'Coding Camp' and similar maths offerings to create a range
of extracurricular and/or classroom programs.
As part of a local jobs and industries program, Council and
schools develop initiatives that link skills development to jobs
and industries. This could include learning resources designed
to highlight the skills necessary in healthcare or agribusiness
roles or bringing professionals from these industries into the
classroom to demonstrate STEM skills in context.
Create a local public speaking competition or debating program
for schools.

3. Agriculture, healthcare, sport and creative job interest and
course opportunities
The most popular careers, industries and study courses of interest to
Tamworth students are agriculture, healthcare, sport and the
creative (arts) industries. A range of suggestions for improvements to
local study opportunities were identified by students. Possible
opportunities include:
Better align offerings at current TAFE and satellite campuses to
the career and study interests of students. A number of students
requested more relevant TAFE courses.
Build a tailored university and/or agricultural college relevant to
the interests of local students.
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Key observations
& opportunities...

4. Strong student migration and willingness to return
While 52% of students are planning to leave the region after school
to study or work, the prospect of getting them to stay or return
remains an opportunity. 41% are not sure if they plan to leave the
region after school to study and further 46% would return to
Tamworth after study if a suitable career opportunity was available.
Possible opportunities include:
As part of a local jobs and industries program: promote local
employers and career/job opportunities; encourage key local
employers to offer study support, work experience and
internships that bring people back to the region; and provide
inspiring stories of young adults who have stayed in the area and
the careers opportunities they have successfully pursued.
Develop a Tamworth Alumni program that sustains a connection
between local students and regional career opportunities.
5. Experiences, visits and conversations matter
This project highlights the importance of interpersonal and
experiential learning opportunities in shaping the career
aspirations of students. Technology is overwhelmingly seen by
students as an ancillary support which is secondary to face-to-face
interaction. 64% of students state that they would like to spend
more time at school exploring future career pathways and 48% of
students indicate that they would visit a local space that provides
free career and study information on weekends or after school
hours; and greater access to work experience was the most desired
career experience for students. Possible opportunities include:
Compulsory careers education classes as part of school curricula
to facilitate career exploration activities, access to careers and
skills development resources and face-to-face conversations.
Develop a localised work experience program helping to connect
students and schools with local industry, and to provide
appropriate administrative and relationship support.
Develop a local careers centre or hub that provides equitable
resources to all students in the region and brings together
localised resources, an entry-level jobs board, work experience
opportunities, a workshop space for young adults and the ability
to seek one-to-one support.

6. Summary observation
The ideas offered above could represent a starting point for consideration of a well integrated set of
initiatives within a local jobs program (linking Council, schools, tertiary educators, employers and
community groups) which could help to significantly increase the career awareness and local
employment of Tamworth young adults. Such a program could be technologically enabled by web-based
and app-based tools which are available from CareerHQ, JobGetter and other partners, and which could
be integrated with existing Tamworth Regional Council and community programs. The program could
also generate and be informed by data to guide its ongoing development and effectiveness.
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Survey by
CareerHQ offer an integrated set of career education tools
that support young adults, schools and educators,
communities and policy-makers by providing tools and
data to support career and study choices, community
employment and engagement. Their tools include:
The CareerHQ Compass and Teacher COMS Dashboard:
An online cloud-based 6-Module career tool that helps
young adults and career changers to match their
strengths, interests and lifestyle considerations to a
shortlist of career and study options. This is also
supported by the Teacher COMS Dashboard which gives
teachers access to the individual career reports and
combined data on the skills and career interests of their
group.
Careers Database: Our Careers Database offers
Australasia’s largest collection of over 900 occupations
and 8,000 vocational and university courses.
Careers Blog: A weekly blog that supports young adults
and early career professionals to develop their selfawareness, to explore career options and to develop
strategies to make informed career decisions with
confidence.

Sponsored by
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Appendix

The survey
Within each workshops as part of this project students
completed both the CareerHQ Compass and a localised
questionnaire to capture the opinions of local young
adults. The CareerHQ Compass is an online self-directed
career tool that involves students completing six modules
on a smart device. The tool allows students to select their
interests and skills, and to create a list of 4-6 career
options they are interested in learning more about. This
tool is guided by constructivist philosophy which views
reality as being socially constructed, self-conceived and
constantly changing (McMahon and Patton, 2006). From
this perspective this tool promotes self-directed learning
with the view that students are able, engaged and curious
decision makers in their own lives (McMahon and Patton,
2006).
After this tool had been used students completed a brief
questionnaire relating to the local area. The themes of
these questions provide data on how they feel about the
local area and what support would be relevant for them.
The questionnaire combined open-ended questions and
multiple-choice questions with predefined answers offering
respondents the possibility to choose and rank among
several options or the possibility to grade on a “very low”
to “very high” scale.
The sample size
This survey included 1464 participants, from years 9-11 at
eight local high schools who all participated in varying
rates. Nine local schools received an invitation to
participate with only one school choosing to not
participate. The data set consisted of public, independent
and catholic schools with a dominance of coeducational
schools and one single sex school. Of the total sample size,
53% identified as male, 47% as female and 1% as other.
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